LibAct

EM-security activating and deactivating devices
P.V. Supa offers various solutions for activating and
deactivating electromagnetic security strips. LibAct is
the most versatile electronic activating and deactivating
device available. It allows activating and deactivating
colinear and 3M strips and also handles CD/DVDs that
have slug-strips. Because of the electronic functionality,
it is 100 % sure. It guarantees that the strips work
optimally with the security gates.
There are two different types of LibAct that can be
integrated to a table or kept as separate unit on top of
a table. LibAct Desktop is a model that is meant to be
used as a separate unit on top of a table and it can be
easily moved to a different place. LibAct Ergo has two
different models, one for table-top use and one that
can be integrated in to a table. Both devices have
a separate control unit.

All the LibAct models have been designed with different
types of library material in mind, paying close attention
to ease of use. LibAct can also deactivate colinear strips
that have been attached to magnetic material, such as
VHS-tapes, without damaging the data in the magnetic
material.
In addition to the electronic LibAct devices P.V. Supa
offers also other solutions for activating and
deactivating colinear strips. DA plates are embedded
in the staff desk. They contain integrated magnets that
activate or deactivate the security from the items that
are moved on top of the plates. The DA peak works
in a similar way and is usually attached to a handheld
barcode scanner.

> Activating and deactivating

> Assured operation

> Can be integrated to a table

> Colinear and 3M

> Works with all the library’s

> Also with magnetic material,
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General:

> Functions: EM security activation
and passivation
Security:
EM strip
>
> EM types: 3M, colinear

Compatibility:

> Separate unit for example in staff desk
> Possible to integrate to check in
or check out units

P.V. Supa Oy Ltd
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00390 Helsinki, FINLAND

Technical information:

> Input Voltage: 100-240V
> Power consumption: Stand by:

10W,
in use: 100W
> Dimensions: Desk model: 475x345x200 mm,
L-model on top of the desk 370x206x204 mm,
Integrated L-model: 410x150x245 mm
(Installation cut out: 388x224 mm),
Control unit for L-models: 389x294x83 mm
> Weight:Desk model 12 kg,
L-model on top of the desk: 8 kg,
Integrated L-model: 6 kg,
Control unit: 5.4 kg
> Colors: Desk models: white,
Integrated: black
Certificates:
>
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